
WEB BASED SUSTAINABILITY  
MEASUREMENT SERVICE  
 

meassure  
made to measure 
corporate  
sustainability

MADE TO MEASURE
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY

< 25 - 50% LESS AUDITS

< 50% FASTER PROCESS

< 50 -75% COST SAVINGS 

=  100% USEFUL DATA 
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DATA 
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HIGHLY  
CONFIGURABLE  
DASHBOARD

EXPORT  
OF EDITABLE  
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STRATEGIC  
MANAGEMENT  
INFORMATION

FROM THE ILLUSION OF FULL  
COMPLIANCE TO REAL MEASUREMENTS  
OF SUSTAINABILITY CAPACITY

 
Achieving your business partners’  
full compliance with your company’s  
code of conduct or other standards  
is an illusion. Particularly, when the  
key resources applied comprise  
self-assessment schemes and audits.  
This leads to questionable information 
validity, which jeopardizes the risk 
management process.

meassure enables a less resource-
intensive approach with real 
measurements of business partners’ 
sustainability capacity. This leverages 
more nuanced and valid data on  
their compliance. A streamlined  
process eliminates the hassle of  
processing self-assessments.  
Instead, aggregated measurements  
are instantly available in the web  
based meassure dashboard.

VALID  
MEASURES  
OF PROGRESS 

AUTOMATIZATION 
WITH  
SCHEDULING 
 



MEASSURE ALLOWS FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE  
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY IN THREE WAYS:  

    
  it is pre-configured,  
but modifiable 

 

  
   it measures compliance and  
capacity more accurately

 

  
   it allows for a tailored solution 
to each business partner

MEASSURE – BY GREEN NETWORK A/S
meassure is based on a proven technology platform and is delivered as  
a web based service by Green Network A/S. We service, train and advice  
150+ partners on their approach to a multitude of sustainability issues. www.meassure.net

Signing / 
Screening /
Risk assessment

Measurement / 
Assurance

Processing / 
Evaluation

Audits Monitoring

If you are tired of  
pouring resources into the 
cumbersome handling of 
supplier self-assessments, 
leveraging information that 
really doesn’t reflect full 
compliance anyhow.

Standard practice

meassure practice 

Assurance

MEASSURANCE – “LET ME ASSURE YOU….” 

We add a “me” in front of assurance, as this approach measures the compliance at the level of  
the individual business partner employees. This rather than the business partners self-assessment 
of compliance at a general company level. The meassure approach includes a questionnaire, which  
is distributed to two or more of the business partner employees. The question types go beyond 
yes/no and allow for measurements on attitude, knowledge and behavior for a broad range of 
sustainability topics.

ATTITUDE KNOWLEDGE

TWO OR MORE INDIVIDUALS

BEHAVIOUR

The method behind meassure provides a degree of assurance at an early stage, allowing  
for a leaning of the complete process, which thereby becomes much less resource-intensive.
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